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FIGURE 1. YOUNG CYCLISTS AT FLOOPFEST, ST WEBURGH’S (PHOTO MIKE CRYAN)
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1.0 Summary
This report describes a process of public engagement with the Fallowfield Loop off-road footpath,
bridleway and cycleway, which is owned by Sustrans and runs for approximately eleven kilometres
through south Manchester. The process lasted for ten months and resulted in a festival-style
celebration of the route, on the 15th of September, 2018.
Sustrans’ overarching aim for this project was to hold a community engagement event on the
Fallowfield Loop whereby local communities could participate in the development of a brand (or
“place”) identity and associated design ideas for the route. To this end, a series of event planning
meetings were held, involving key stakeholder groups in proposing, evolving and delivering plans for
the event. These ideas and actions came from participants themselves, including the name for the
event, logos, ideas for stalls, the survey questions and so on. The meetings continued to July 2018, at
which point the event was substantially planned, and the remaining work was done through liaison
between individual volunteers and the event coordinators. These were Jo Phillips (Sustrans volunteer,
Manchester Metropolitan University), Ian Barker (Sustrans volunteer), Karen Brenchley and Abigail
Pound (Sustrans), with support from Jamie Whittaker in the later stages.
Engagement with key participants was thus established from the very beginning of the project and
progressed to involve more people as plans developed. The resulting event day comprised activities
to attract a multi-generational audience, which took place alongside three formal means of gathering
opinion. These were an online survey (available before, during and after the event), a paper-based
survey carried out on the day, and, also on the day, a series of illustrative postcards asking for
suggestions for improvements to entrances. Informal ways of gathering opinion have included
monitoring of Facebook and Twitter, and conversations with members of the public. This report
provides an account of the planning process, event and resulting data. It summarises findings and
makes recommendations for the next steps which Sustrans could take.

FIGURE 2. LEVENSHULME QUADRANTS ON THE DAY (PHOTO LORRAINE TAYLOR/SUSTRANS)
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2.0 Background
2.1 Historical Context
The Fallowfield Loop is an off-road route which repurposes a derelict railway line that once linked
Trafford Park to Smithfield Market. It was originally a part of the Manchester Central Station Railway,
which opened in 1892 and closed in 1988. The Friends of the Fallowfield Loop (FotFL) website
describes how it became a cycle way, when “a group of cyclists started campaigning for its conversion
to a traffic-free ‘greenway’ across south Manchester”. The initial group’s founding members came
together to form FotFL in June 2001, and they now have around 140 members with many links to
other community organisations.
FotFL has a number of stated aims for the Loop, including:
•

to encourage its use by as many people as possible

•

to promote the development of routes that link to it

•

to promote and support its use by a variety of groups and individuals
(www.fallowfieldloop.org)

The group brings together people with diverse interests who want to conserve particular attributes
of the route, for example its value as a wildlife corridor and habitat for many wild plant species. David
Beetham (past honorary secretary of FotFL) notes that there are different ‘constituencies of the
Loop’. He is of the opinion that lighting the route, for example, could be unpopular with the group’s
wildlife champions, due to disturbance of plant communities. The Floopfest project had to be aware
of diverse views and approach the idea of making physical changes to the Loop with sensitivity. David
Beetham produced an audit of all the entrances to the Loop in October 2016. This reports that only
15 of the 27 might be suitable for non-standard bikes such as those with child trailers. This continues
to be a significant issue for some users.
Over the summer of 2016, Sustrans experimented with opening up the barriers, which are designed
to prevent motor vehicles accessing or progressing along the Loop. FotFL monitored the effects of
this move and gathered the opinions of 349 users. It was found that the open barrier policy should be
continued indefinitely as it has had overwhelming support from respondents who now find the route
easier to use. The same report highlights a number of safety concerns, including;
•

bike muggings

•

lack of lighting anywhere on the Loop

•

excessive speed on the part of a few cyclists
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A report written by Frances McCann i , long-standing member of FotFL and present Honorary
Secretary, covers the period from 1995 when the land was allocated as a major recreational route in
the City Council’s Unitary Development Plan, to 2003 when the route was technically complete. It
gives some insight in to the circumstances of funding being made available, for example identifying
the city’s hosting of the Commonwealth Games in 2002 as a ‘point of leverage’ in getting the Loop
developed. McCann records ‘anti-Loop’ sentiment amongst community groups along the route at the
time and describes “anger...that they were not included in any consultations about the
development”. The lack of initial consultation may possibly have contributed to persisting under-use
of the route. Other problems identified by McCann undoubtedly continue to the present to some
degree, including criminal or anti-social activities, and fly tipping.
McCann observes that reduced numbers of users contribute to ‘feedback loops’ of decreasing use
because the route is perceived as unsafe. On the other hand, increased use leads to a sense of shared
ownership of the route, participation in maintenance and a raised profile. She concludes that
participatory decision making in the development of plans for the Loop was minimal. These points
remain highly relevant today.
The Loop is occasionally used, with great success, as a cultural venue. Recent events, facilitated by
Sustrans volunteers, include three open-access Shakespeare performances by Handlebards theatre
troupe and Cycle the Solar System, a guided ride with an artist and an astronomer, exploring the solar
system at a scale of one to a billion, as part of the Manchester Science Festival.

FIGURE 3. FALLOWFIELD LOOP MAP, FRIENDS OF THE FALLOWFIELD LOOP
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2.2 Policy
The Manchester Climate Change Strategy 2016-50, co-authored by Manchester a Certain Future and
the Manchester Climate Change Agency, aspires to ‘design out’ carbon in order to put the city on
track to being zero carbon by 2050. All of the five aims for Manchester in 2050 that are identified by
the report can be directly addressed by an increase in cycling, in particular those with regard to
healthy communities, CO2 reduction and low carbon culture change.
The Greater Manchester Cycle Strategy (GMCS) was adopted in July 2014 and sits in the context of
Department for Transport policies the Get Britain Cycling report (2013) and draft Cycling Delivery Plan
(2014). The GMCS was informed by the successful Velocity 2025 bid of 2013, the target of which was
to double and double again the proportion of trips made by bicycle in the city by 2025. Velocity 2025
outlines a plan for a ‘hub and spokes’ approach to designing a network of dedicated cycle routes,
segregated from traffic where possible. The outcomes of the strategy are monitored by The Greater
Manchester Bicycle Account, developed in partnership with Sustrans.
Of more recent relevance to this report are evolving plans by GMCA for ‘Bee Lines’; proposed walking
and cycling routes across the city, some of which will be fully segregated, and others partially
segregated from traffic (see figure 4). At the time of writing the Fallowfield Loop has been identified
as a possible beeline. If confirmed, it would probably be indicated with signage that would identify it
to users as a part of the whole network. Development of the Bee Lines project will need to be taken
in to account in any branding exercise undertaken by Sustrans for the Loop.

FIGURE 4. GMCA BEELINES MAP, AS OF SEPTEMBER 2018 (MAPPINGGM.ORG.UK).
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3.0 Aims
The primary aim of this project, as stated in the original event brief, was;

To hold a community engagement event on the Fallowfield Loop where local communities
participate in developing a brand (or “place”) identity and associated design ideas for the
route.

Inherent in this aim was engagement with individuals and external partners through devising the
event according to their own wishes and ideas, and through pre- event publicity, as well as to engage
people on the event day itself.
In addition, Sustrans stated a number of desired outcomes;

1. A focus on designs for entrances, providing a sense of place, identity and welcome to the
Loop. See survey and postcard results, section 6.0.
2. Evidence of consultation and community participation in the development of designs. See
engagement timeline (section 4.0), survey results (section 6.0) and Appendix B.
3. Increased use of the Loop, including by first time users. See section 5.0.
4. Raising awareness of Sustrans investment in the Loop and volunteer achievements. See
section 5.0.
5. Improving safety perceptions and supporting future material improvement of safety on the
Loop. See section 5.0.
6. Ideas for a Floop logo.
7. An outline brief for future design work.
8. Identification of suitable partners for delivery of a design workshop activity.
Points one to five are evidenced by this report, which also makes recommendations regarding points
six to eight (see section 7). Points three, four and five are not measurable at present but it is worth
noting that;
•
•
•

•

survey results indicate that some first-time users were attracted to the event itself,
awareness of the role of Sustrans and volunteers is very likely to have been raised in all
involved,
populating the route with people on the day will probably have contributed to improving
participants’ sense of personal safety, indicating that the route is busy and used by a friendly
community of people,
many participants had clear views about material improvements, as shown in survey and
postcard results.
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4. 0 Engagement Timeline

FIGURE 5. KEY EVENTS DURING FLOOPFEST ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
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5.0 Description of Event Day
The result of the engagement process was Floopfest, a community festival-cum-open day, which
took place on the afternoon of September 15 th 2018, at three locations on the Fallowfield Loop. The
main hub was at St Werburgh’s tram stop at the western end of the path in Chorlton. There was a
second hub at Levenshulme Quadrants (a mid-point on the route) and a third location near the
eastern end, at the Abbey Hey donkey sanctuary. Volunteers, Friends and Sustrans staff welcomed
people on to the Loop in a number of ways, as advertised on flyers and posters (see Appendix A).

FIGURE 6. FLOOPFEST LOGO AND BRANDING, A COLLABORATION BETWEEN VOLUNTEERS MARTIN RIALL AND MARK JERMYN

In addition to the static stalls, a guided ‘Bee Ride’ (see Figure 7) took cyclists from Abbey Hey to
Chorlton, stopping to pick up more riders and ‘bling’ their bikes on the way. They set off at 12.30 and
arrived at St Werburgh’s at 2.30 pm, bringing with them a very festive atmosphere.

FIGURE 7. BEE-RIDERS AT SHERWOOD STREET (PHOTO IAN BARKER)
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At each hub there were activities for children and adults, largely based around art, music and wildlife.
These included the following elements;
Abbey Hey (overseen by Jamie Whittaker)
•
•
•
•

Print workshop
Large engagement map
‘Bling your Bike’
Gorton Rocks

Levenshulme (overseen by Abigail Pound)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yoga
Mindful Art
Live music
Bling-your-bike
Refreshments
Wildlife stall
Build-it Lego activities
Large engagement map
Screen printing

Chorlton (overseen by Jo Phillips)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Friends of the Fallowfield Loop welcome stall and information point
Live bands
Scouting activities
Wildlife including beekeeping stall, bug hunts, fungi walk and wildlife walks
Boggart-making
Mcr Pizza Revolution and Coffee Cranks
Smoothie bike
Face painting
Litter picking
Children’s art with the Mud Pie Academy
Large engagement map, temporary bike tattoos

At each location printed information was available, including two-metre long maps of the Loop and
surrounding area, with street names visible. These were used as talking points to engage members
of the public in dialogue about possible routes they could take, their suggestions for improvements,
and ways of getting exercise and saving time and money through cycling. At Abbey Hey suggestions
were recorded on the map using sticky notes. Paper surveys were also carried out by volunteers, and
visitors to the Chorlton hub made suggestions for improvements to entrances via postcards showing
photos of five different ways on to the Loop.
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Due to the dispersed nature of the event it is difficult to make an accurate estimate of numbers of
people attending. Across the three sites and bee ride it is estimated that in excess of 500 members of
the public came along and got involved. This figure has been agreed upon by Sustrans staff and
volunteers who were present at different locations on the day, and is informed by a head count of the
bee riders (more than 60), numbers of surveys and postcards returned (over 160), people visible in
one photograph at the Quadrants (101) and pizzas sold (40-50). Having volunteers devise the event
from the beginning produced a strong sense of ownership of the Loop and investment in its future.
This was evidenced by a good spirit and lively atmosphere on the day. Many adults lingered in
conversation for some time, whilst children were occupied in various ways. Most volunteers were
helped out by their partners and friends, and a sense of warmth and a welcome to new users was
generated. This ambience of friendly team-working and openness was particularly important in
beginning to address people’s mistrust of the Loop due to personal safety concerns, which was
expressed in writing and verbally by several members of the public responding to the survey (see
section 6.0).
Particularly valuable contributions at St Werburgh’s were made by the 2/77th Manchester Scouts,
musicians from local schools and live bands organised by volunteer Jon Board. This was because
these participants not only added to the sense of celebratory participation, but also brought with
them friends and family members. If the event were to be repeated, involvement of more community
music groups, schools and youth organisations would be a good way to reach more people.

FIGURE 8. THE SMOOTHIE BIKE IN ACTION, ST WERBURGH’S (PHOTO ASPA PALTAGLOU)
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6.0 Results from Surveys of Opinion
6.1 The Questionnaire
The questionnaires were delivered via a paper survey carried out by volunteers who circulated the
venues on event day, and also online via Survey Monkey. 101 paper questionnaires and 93 online
submissions were returned, giving a total of 194 responses. The results are represented in graphical
form in figures 9 to 15, below.

Question One (paper surveys only).

How did you hear about today's event?

18%

social media

27%
1%

email
poster or flyer

24%

30%

a friend
other

FIGURE 9. RESULTS FROM Q1.

This response indicates that word of mouth was how most people learnt of the event, with posters
and flyers a close second. These results perhaps reflect the very local nature of Floopfest, with its
relatively confined geographical target area. Social media also made a significant contribution. In the
‘other’ category, the Scouts and the MEN website were each mentioned by 6 respondents. Also in
this category, 8 people said that they had come across the event by chance, whilst out walking or
cycling.
These results suggest that whilst social media, flyers and posters were all worthwhile channels for
advertising, any future event could perhaps exploit word of mouth to a greater degree. That most
people learnt of it through social contacts, suggests a good degree of pre-event engagement.
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Question 2 (paper and online).

How often do you use the Fallowfield Loop?
6%
once a week
17%
1 to 3 times a month
53%
6 to 10 times a year
24%
first time

FIGURE 10. RESULTS FROM Q2.

This chart shows only 6% of respondents using the Loop for the first time, representing 12 individuals.
This result has been affected by almost half of respondents being regular users who found out about
the survey through existing networks, then completed the survey online. The key finding here,
however, is that almost half of users do not regularly use the Loop for purposes such as a commute
or school run. This points to a cohort of people already enjoy the route but could perhaps be
encouraged to increase their levels of usage.

Question 3 (paper and online).

What do you use it for?
3% 2%

19%

walking

15%
dog walking
5%

cycling
commuting
running
travel to school

56%

FIGURE 11. RESULTS FROM Q3.
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These responses indicate that by far the majority of users are cyclists, but, again, relatively few use
the Loop for commuting, and only a very small number for travel to school. Although pedestrians are
in the minority, they are still a significant group that needs to be considered in plans for the future.

Question 4 (paper and online).

What do you like about the Fallowfield Loop?

3%

6%

nature
19%

4%

car-free
peaceful

12%
ease of use
other users
4%
convenience
30%

11%

safety
child-friendly

11%

other

FIGURE 12. RESULTS FROM Q4.

These results are based on categories which have been defined in response to the answers offered,
not which were pre-determined by the survey itself. People were free to make as many points as they
liked. Comments were categorised according to themes which arose from the data. It is very clear
that the car-free nature of the Loop is highly regarded by users, with 109 respondents mentioning
this. Related to this is the strong perception of the place as a green escape from the city, peaceful and
restorative. Practicality was also important to users, with ‘ease of use’ (38 comments) covering points
about the good path surface and shallow gradients. Convenience, mentioned by 45 people, was much
appreciated, with several mentions of visiting family, friends, shops and ‘the whole of south
Manchester’. For some, the Loop draws a very useful straight line between where they live and where
they need to get to. 14 people said that they felt the route was safe, but it should be noted that several
of these added a comment to the effect that this applied only in daylight hours. 14 people said that
the friendliness of other users was a strength.
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Question 5 (paper and online).

What needs improving?
lighting

21%

security/policing
29%
rubbish
surface

7%
remove barriers
6%

signage
18%

8%
4%

7%

Wilmslow Rd section
other

FIGURE 13. RESULTS FROM Q5.

Personal safety was very clearly the main aspect that people felt needed improving, with a total of
47% of comments referring to lack of lighting and policing, security or anti-social behaviour.
The 17 comments about rubbish mentioned litter in general, dog poo and fly tipping, but were mostly
complaints about broken glass on the Loop leading to punctures. The Wilmslow Road junction with
the route was of concern to 16 people, with one particularly strongly worded comment about safety
for bikes and pedestrians at the Sainsbury’s car park entrance, expressing the likelihood of future
injuries at this site.
A wide range of comments contribute to the ‘other’ section. There were fewer than 5 references to
each of various topics including several specific locations, requests for more events, suggestions
about publicity for the route, concerns about dogs, and requests for benches and play areas. Speed
of cyclists and consideration for other users in sharing the route accounted for 5 of the answers in this
category.
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Question 6 (paper and online).

Which entrances do you use?
80
70
60
50
40
30

20

68 35 34 17 16 10 8

8

8

6

6

5

4

4

4

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Errwood Rd

Avian Drive

Carson Rd

Gorton

Slade Lane

Booth Rd, Fairfield

Burnage Lane

Kingsway/Acorn Close

Withington Rd

Mauldeth Rd

Ladybarn Lane

Chelsfield Rd

Abbeystead Rd

Longford Rd West

Cranage Rd

Kersh Ave.

Dean Rd

Stockport Rd

Openshaw

Station Rd Reddish

Lindleywood Rd

10

Highfield Country Park

Debdale end

Athol Rd

Wilmslow Rd

Chorlton end

Levenhsulme Quadrants

0

FIGURE 14. RESULTS FROM Q6, NOTE – LABELS INDICATE COUNT, NOT PERCENTAGE.

Some respondents chose to leave this question blank, and others wrote either ‘all of them’ or ‘don’t
know’. Several of these also wrote down that they would know the name of the entrances if signage
were better. As the graph shows, entrances/exits from the full length of the Loop are represented,
but the majority of users frequent the stretch between Chorlton and Levenshulme. This is probably
due to the main event hub being at the Chorlton end, so it is not possible to draw any particular
conclusions from this data. Further research would be needed to establish patterns of useage along
the route, probably using cycle counters such as are installed on the Oxford Rd cycleway. The majority
of respondents chose not to answer the follow-up question about how their entrances could be
improved, perhaps because they did not want to repeat answers given to question five.
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Question 7 (paper and online).

How can these [entrances] be improved?
35
31
30
26
25
20
15
10

9

9

8

7
5

5

4

5
3

4

0

FIGURE 15. RESULTS FROM Q7, NOTE – LABELS INDICATE COUNT, NOT PERCENTAGE.

This was also an open question and categories have arisen from the range of responses given. These
answers are in line with the results from the postcard survey (below), in that signage and the difficulty
of negotiating barriers are by far the most frequent concerns about the entrances.
The surveys also gave a space for respondents to mention anything not covered by other questions.
A selection of these comments, where they add to results already reported, are reproduced in
Appendix B. Several of these express concerns about personal safety. At the time of writing, a protest
ride is planned along the Loop, for the 17th October 2018, with the aim of demanding increased police
action due to a cluster of recent attacks on cyclists near the Ashton Canal.

6.2 The Postcards
The postcard images are reproduced below (figure 16). The reverse of the card, which was identical
across all five versions, asked;
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The cards were used at the St Werburgh’s hub in order to capture opinion where the opportunity
arose; at the pizza stall, and map point, for example.

FIGURE 16. THE FIVE POSTCARDS

Participants chose one or more cards to fill in, with most people making more than one category of
comment per card. 64 cards were returned. Comments were categorised according to themes which
arose from the data itself, rather than from preconceptions about people’s concerns. The nature of
the question meant that everything that respondents mention on the cards is, in effect, a suggested
aspect of the route where they perceive a need for improvement. The postcard results are shown
below, in figure 17.
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Summary of Comments on Postcards
Access, including barriers and
gradients

5%
5%

Signage

23%

5%

Miscellaneous
Legibility/Visibility of Route

11%

Lighting
Road interchanges
12%

22%

17%

Personal safety
Maintenance

FIGURE 17. DATA FROM POSTCARDS

The postcards results give some clear guidance as to the priorities of respondents in terms of where
improvements could be made at entrances. They show that:
a) Issues relating to physical access to the Loop in terms of barriers and gradients was the
highest priority. Several people mentioned that they cannot use their nearest entrance as
they use a trailer that will not get through the barrier.
b) The second highest priority is a lack of clear signage of the route. Although signs were
visible in the photos on postcards x and y, they are perhaps not sufficiently visible.
c) Legibility of the route also figured prominently, with respondents unsure as to how it
relates to the city around it and where to get on and off, particularly at the on-road section
in Fallowfield. This can be interpreted as partly related to the ‘signage’ category.
d) Lack of any lighting on the Loop was frequently mentioned, often in the context of concerns
about lack of personal safety.
e) Comments about road interchanges were fewer but did express very serious concerns about
joining road traffic safely when leaving the Loop.
f)

Comments about maintenance related to two things; firstly a perception that vegetation
should be reduced around entrances to improve lines of sight, and secondly, two
respondents noted that tree roots were damaging the tarmac surface, causing
inconvenience to cyclists.

g) The miscellaneous category included comments on provision of bins, seating, wayfinding
maps, bike parking, visual branding, an events noticeboard and murals/artwork at
entrances. Three people also mentioned children’s woodland play areas.
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6.3 Other channels
In anticipation of the event day, in early July, volunteers Jon Board and Ian Barker, with Sustrans’
Alice Swift, led pupils from Mauldeth Road Primary School on a bike ride down the Loop, and
gained some feedback from the children regarding the route (see figure 18).
In common with the other surveys, the children mention;
•

Ease of use due to gradient (positive and negative comments)

•

Free of cars (positive)

•

Suitability for children (positive)

•

Vegetation (positive and negative)

•

Lack of signage (negative)

•

Low light levels (negative)

•

Barriers (negative)

•

dog poo (negative and positive!)

In addition to the other surveys, the children mention a lack of public toilets.

FIGURE 18. FEEDBACK FROM CHILDREN OF MAULDETH RD PRIMARY SCHOOL (PHOTOS: JON BOARD)

Sticky notes were also used to make comments on the large map at the donkey sanctuary (see
figure 19, below). The comments on the notes covered the following points;
•

Suggestion for a newly designed access point without barriers opposite Morrisons in
Chorlton

•

Artworks made by schoolchildren

•

Request for cycle counters

•

Better signage, specifically at Sherwood Street

•

General comments about poor signage (x2)
20

•

Lighting along the length of the route (x2)

•

Fly tipping at Station Rd and suggestion of new vehicle barrier to prevent this

•

A tunnel under Wilbraham road

•

Tarmac surface improvements (x3)

•

Barrier removal (x2)

FIGURE 19. ENGAGEMENT MAP FROM THE DONKEY SANCTUARY
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7.0 Conclusions and recommendations
7.1 Overview of gathered opinion
This report shows that members of the public have formed some clear views about the Fallowfield
Loop, and that their top three priorities for improvements to the route in general can be summarised
as follows, in order of priority;
1. Lighting
2. Reducing crime and antisocial behaviour in order to improve security
3. Removing barriers
When asked about specific entrances, through all channels, the most significant priorities by some
way are;
1. Better signage
2. Access, including removal of barriers and reduction of gradients
Participants also identified many positive aspects of the route, which form an impression of its
strengths and landscape character (see below).

7.2 Place identity and branding
In terms of positive place identity, respondents describe the Loop as:

a peaceful, natural, car-free place which is convenient and easy to use.

Importantly, all of the above findings suggest that;
i.

improving the place identity of the route would require material changes, specifically in
respect of lighting, barrier removal and improved signage,

ii.

and that these needs are closely linked to negative public perceptions as to personal safety
and ease of use. Perceptions could be significantly improved, alongside material
improvements, through a place branding exercise in order to raise the profile of the Loop,
make it more legible to potential users and reassure them as to their safety.
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7.3 Next steps
This event was an engagement process which sought participation and opinion but did not go as far
as eliciting drawn design ideas. If Sustrans wish to take the next step towards evolving designs related
to both strengthening place identity of the whole route, and of specific entrances, they should
consider bringing together landscape architects and perhaps graphic designers or artists, in direct
contact with engaged participants who got involved with this event. Together, they can work in a codesign team to discuss the competing and complex needs of users and to devise outline proposals.
Two design workshops could give a basis for this work. The first would be a site visit to which each
participant brought their expertise as either a user of the route, a volunteer, cycling campaigner, a
Friend or a professional designer. This would need to be targeted at identified spaces on the route in
order for the task to be achievable. The results of this report suggest that places which could perhaps
be considered as high priorities would include Fallowfield Sainsburys car park, Sherwood Street,
Athol Road, Withington Road, and both the Fairfield and Chorlton ends of the route. The second
workshop could take the form of a round-table discussion and design ‘charrette’ in which many ideas
are speedily drawn up in to rough proposals up over the course of one day. These proposals should
be for both material changes and for graphic branding/signage. The second workshop would be
informed by the findings from the surveys of opinion presented above, as well as by the site visit.
The products of these workshops would form the basis from which final designs could be evolved.

FIGURE 20. FLOOPFEST AT LEVENSHULME QUADRANTS (PHOTO LORRAINE TAYLOR/SUSTRANS)
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8.0 Challenges and Lessons
Planning an event that takes in to account the diverse ideas and preferences of many different people
is not straightforward. It is likely that some individuals who might have become more involved in the
event did not do so because they could not easily see how they would fit in to the end result. The
planning process, whilst not particularly protracted, did require those involved to have some degree
of trust in each other, and in the process, such that they felt their time was not being wasted and that
plans would come to fruition. This aspect would be more easily achieved if the event were to happen
a second time, building on the success of this year. It was important, however, to retain this approach
and plan from the ‘bottom’ up. Only in this way could commitment to the plan (and thereby also
engagement with the route) be built on firm foundations.
If the event were to be repeated, it would be advisable to support a wider range of community groups
in getting involved. This would require a degree of open-mindedness about the future nature of the
event on the part of existing volunteers, in order that new participants also had a real voice in the
event and felt a sense of ownership of it, retaining the element of bottom-up engagement.

FIGURE 21. A HAPPY TEAM AT THE END OF THE DAY (PHOTO ASPA PALTAGLOU)
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APPENDIX A. Floopfest Flyer
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APPENDIX B. Additional comments from surveys

I see the Sustrans people quite often (along with volunteers) maintaining and tidying the route.
Makes me happy.
My son got mugged on it in Levenshulme earlier this year. Had bike, wallet and phone stolen. After
this heard lots of similar reports from others. For me this is the main concern by far.
I would like to see the Loop celebrated more through events, community activities, and community
art. Would be good to reference the old railway heritage & other history in entrances, art and events
& the fact it has been resurrected as a green transport line for people.
I can't emphasise the need for lighting enough - it really puts people off. I'd make it an absolute
priority.
Having been attacked on the Floop in the dark at night, we still need protected lanes on Wilbraham
Rd etc as well.
We need better reach out and engagement with people who live near the Loop to the East. This is
still an area where the Loop is underused. It is also a more deprived area and because of it, people
aren't benefitting it as much as possible from the Loop being on their doorstep.
I know many people who won't use the cycle path at dusk / after dark due to (rational) fear of
assault/mugging. So anything that could be done to improve that issue would really help
Like the recent events. With opening of station south there will be something to build on and
encourage use - not just for cycling.
Fly tipping over backs of houses needs addressing. Love it now barriers along the loop have been
opened.
It's lovely when it's light but doesn't feel safe when you're a woman alone in the dark.
Be good to have more activities on there - Community rides, cycling buddies - partnerships with
organisations such as the Uni’s.
I'd like to see the police horses more often, and perhaps 'passing places' that dog walkers could
easily use.
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The Fallowfield Loop, a Report on the Conversion of a Disused Railway Line to an Urban Cycling and Leisure
Amenity Cycleway, 2003.
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